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Tamino Interactive Interface

The Tamino Interactive Interface is an effective browser-based interface to the Tamino Server. It
allows you to define schemas, load, query and delete data, undefine schemas, as well as diagnose
the database.

This document covers the following topics:

Getting Started

Gives an overview of the main features of the Tamino Interactive
Interface.

Introducing the Tamino Interactive
Interface

Using the Tamino Interactive Interface

Shows you how to start the Tamino Interactive Interface in your
favorite browser.

Starting the Tamino Interactive
Interface

Introduces the elements of the graphical user interface that occur
on each pane of the Tamino Interactive Interface.

Common Elements of the Tamino
Interactive Interface

Shows you the common steps you can take with the Tamino
Interactive Interface: define a schema, load, query and delete data,
undefine schemas, as well as diagnose the database.

Working with the Tamino Interactive
Interface

Reference

Reference of the XQuery graphical user interface.XQuery

Reference of the X-Query graphical user interface.X-Query

Reference of the Delete graphical user interface.Delete

Reference of the Load graphical user interface.Load

Reference of the Define graphical user interface.Define

Reference of the Undefine graphical user interface.Undefine

Reference of the Diagnose graphical user interface.Diagnose

Reference of the Authentication graphical user interface.Authentication

v
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Document Conventions

DescriptionConvention

Identifies elements on a screen.Bold

Identifies service names and locations in the format folder.subfolder.service,
APIs, Java classes, methods, properties.

Monospace font

Identifies:Italic

Variables for which you must supply values specific to your own situation or
environment.
New terms the first time they occur in the text.
References to other documentation sources.

Identifies:Monospace font

Text you must type in.
Messages displayed by the system.
Program code.

Indicates a set of choices from which you must choose one. Type only the information
inside the curly braces. Do not type the { } symbols.

{ }

Separates two mutually exclusive choices in a syntax line. Type one of these choices.
Do not type the | symbol.

|

Indicates one or more options. Type only the information inside the square brackets.
Do not type the [ ] symbols.

[ ]

Indicates that you can type multiple options of the same type. Type only the
information. Do not type the ellipsis (...).

...

Online Information and Support

Product Documentation

You can find the product documentation on our documentation website at https://documenta-
tion.softwareag.com.

In addition, you can also access the cloud product documentation via https://www.software-
ag.cloud. Navigate to the desired product and then, depending on your solution, go to “Developer
Center”, “User Center” or “Documentation”.

Product Training

You can find helpful product training material on our Learning Portal at https://knowledge.soft-
wareag.com.
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Tech Community

You can collaborate with Software AG experts on our Tech Community website at https://tech-
community.softwareag.com. From here you can, for example:

■ Browse through our vast knowledge base.
■ Ask questions and find answers in our discussion forums.
■ Get the latest Software AG news and announcements.
■ Explore our communities.
■ Go to our public GitHub and Docker repositories at https://github.com/softwareag and ht-
tps://hub.docker.com/publishers/softwareag and discover additional Software AG resources.

Product Support

Support for Software AG products is provided to licensed customers via our Empower Portal at
https://empower.softwareag.com. Many services on this portal require that you have an account.
If you do not yet have one, you can request it at https://empower.softwareag.com/register. Once
you have an account, you can, for example:

■ Download products, updates and fixes.
■ Search the Knowledge Center for technical information and tips.
■ Subscribe to early warnings and critical alerts.
■ Open and update support incidents.
■ Add product feature requests.

Data Protection

Software AG products provide functionality with respect to processing of personal data according
to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Where applicable, appropriate steps are
documented in the respective administration documentation.
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2 Introducing the Tamino Interactive Interface

The Tamino Interactive Interface allows you to access Tamino using a web interface. Thus it is
easy to send commands such as queries, deletions, updates etc. via HTTP-requests to Tamino's X-
Machine, without having to bother about Tamino internals. You can query a database using Tamino
X-Query or the new Tamino XQuery language (as proposed by the W3C), delete documents using
Tamino X-Query, load the content of a file to insert or update a document, define or update a
Tamino schema, undefine collections, schemas or doctypes, diagnose a database, and enter authen-
tication information with the help of intuitive browser-based input fields.

Note: The Tamino Interactive Interface is not intended for loading large amounts of data
into Tamino. For this purpose, use the Tamino Data Loader. For more information, see the
documentation about the Tamino Data Loaders.

Requests from the Tamino Interactive Interface to the Tamino Server cause the Tamino Server to
return an XML response document. To display this response document properly, the Tamino In-
teractive Interface must be running in an XML-capable browser. If you are not using an XML-
capable browser, the actions listed above can still be performed without restriction, but the response
document will not be displayed properly in the browser.

The Tamino Interactive Interface can use the standard keyboard access of your browser. For details
on keyboard access not mentioned in this documentation, consult the documentation of your in-
dividual operating system or software products.

The features of the Tamino Interactive Interface are summarized in the following graphic:
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3 Starting the Tamino Interactive Interface

For starting the Tamino Interactive Interface, simply open a browser of your choice and enter the
address of the respective web page into the browser's address line The address being
<TaminoInstallDir>\XTools\InteractiveInterface\en\xql.htm.

Under Windows, you can also start the Tamino Interactive Interface from the Start button by se-
lecting the appropriate shortcut from the Tamino Tools menu under the Tamino program group,
or double-click the file xql.htm in the file manager.

Once you have started the Tamino Interactive Interface, a screen similar to the following is dis-
played:

Note: Your display may differ from the one shown above depending on what browser you
use. The button Favorite, for example, is only displayed when the Tamino Interactive Inter-
face was loaded with Microsoft's Internet Explorer via HTTP.
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4 Common Elements of the Tamino Interactive Interface

■ Database URL ................................................................................................................................ 10
■ Collection ...................................................................................................................................... 10
■ Encoding ....................................................................................................................................... 10
■ Favorite ......................................................................................................................................... 11
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The Tamino Interactive Interface consists of several tabs. Each tab displays a form with input fields
necessary for executing a command to Tamino. When you enter data into the input fields and
send a command to Tamino, the result is displayed in the result window in the lower part of the
Tamino Interactive Interface. The content of the fields Database URL, Collection, and Encoding
are shared by all forms that need one or more of these input fields. Help is available on each form,
if the Tamino Interactive Interface is loaded via HTTP.

This chapter describes the following common input fields:

Database URL

Here you specify the URL of the (existing) Tamino database that you wish to access. Enter a valid
URL for a Tamino database, for example http://localhost/tamino/mydb. Database names are
case sensitive. If you want to switch to a different Tamino database, enter a new URL here. Inform-
ation on how to create Tamino databases can be found in the Tamino Manager documentation.

Note: For the examples described in the sectionWorkingwith the Tamino Interactive Inter-
face, the database you specify needs to be started. For information on how to start a database,
see the Tamino Manager documentation.

Collection

Here you specify the (existing) collection that you wish to access. Enter a valid name for the col-
lection. Collections are defined within the Tamino Schema. Information about creating and naming
collections can be found in the documentation about the Tamino Schema Editor.

Encoding

Here you specify the character encoding used when sending a Query, Delete or Undefine request
to Tamino. In this case, the request is sent to Tamino with the encoding you have specified in the
Encoding field.

If you send a Load or Define request, the XML document itself possesses encoding information
within its header. Subsequently, the entry in the Encoding field is ignored. If no encoding is spe-
cified, "ISO-8859-1" is set as default.

With Microsoft Internet Explorer, this field will be initialized with the default encoding you have
specified within your browser settings. In general, the encodings accepted by the Tamino Interactive
Interface depend on the encodings supported by the browser.

Tamino Interactive Interface10
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Favorite

With this button, you can save the current settings as a bookmark. Currently, this option is only
available if your browser is Microsoft's Internet Explorer and you loaded the Tamino Interactive
Interface via HTTP. If you choose this button, the current settings of the Tamino Interactive Interface
are saved as a bookmark. You will be prompted to enter a name and location for the shortcut.

The parameters will automatically be read into the URL. The following parameters are available:

DescriptionParametername

The URL of the Tamino database, e.g.: http://localhost/tamino/mydbDatabaseURL

The name of the collection.Collection

A query string.Query

Switch the usage of the ino:explain function on or off. See Analysis: Request information
concerning the query.

Explain

The result size as used in the Tamino Interactive InterfaceResultsize

The delete string.Delete

The undefine string (collection-name or collection-name/doctype-name).Undefine

The encoding value, e.g. utf-8 or iso-8859-1Encoding

Executes the specified command on startup of the Tamino Interactive Interface. Possible
values are:

Runcmd

■ query = execute the query string specified with the query parameter
■ xquery = execute XQuery
■ delete = execute the delete string specified with the delete parameter
■ undefine = execute the undefine string specified with the undefine parameter. You still

will be prompted to confirm this action.
■ diagnose

Note: This parameter does not check other parameters, e.g. it is assumed that a query string
exists, if the query command is triggered.

Note that the parameter Runcmd acts like the OK button in the Tamino Interactive Interface. Press
the button Favorite, then edit the URL and append the parameter &RUNCMD=... manually to the
end of the URL. If you do so, the command is executed when you start the Tamino Interactive
Interface again.

Also note that the parameter names are not case sensitive, but the values are.
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In this chapter, you will find information about the tasks you can accomplish with the Tamino
Interactive Interface, illustrated by an example.

The following topics are covered:

Define or Update a Schema

The first thing you may want to do when working with a Tamino database is to define a schema.
Start the Tamino Interactive Interface and choose the formDefine or update a schema by selecting
the Define tab. A screen similar to the following is displayed:

Enter the Database URL (seeDatabase URL). Go to the field Schema file. In this field, you specify
a file that contains a schema definition. A schema definition describes the structure, but not the
contents, of a set of objects that will be loaded into the database. You can either type in the filename
and full path name directly, or you can use the Browse button that is located at the end of the field
to locate the file that you want.

By default, the schema is defined without validation. If you check the box Define with instance
validation, the schema is defined and validated.

Note: A sample schema file namedHospitalSchema.tsd is provided in <TaminoDocRootDir>/ex-
amples/patient, where <TaminoDocRootDir> is the starting directory of the product document-
ation. If you want to follow the example given in this section, use it as your sample schema.

When you have specified the schema definition file, choose the Define button. This loads the
schema into the selected database and collection.

For a full description of creating schema definitions, refer to the documentation about the Tamino
Schema Editor.

Note: Netscape versions 6 and above determine the content type of form data by the file
extension. Schemas named .tsd will be submitted with the content-type application/octet-
stream which Tamino will not recognize as valid schema data. Use the following work-
around: For Netscape 6.x, rename the schema files to .xml. For Netscape 7.x, rename the

Tamino Interactive Interface14
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schema files to .xml, or define a “helper application” within Netscape by choosing
Edit/Preferences >Navigator/HelperApplications >NewType. Select the following options:
Extension: tsd Mime Type: text/tsd Handled by: (blank).

Load XML Documents into a Database

Once you have defined the schema, you can load documents into your database. In the Tamino
Interactive Interface, choose the form Load contents of a file to insert or update documents by
selecting the Load tab. A screen similar to the following is displayed:

Input for the field Database URL is taken from the specifications you made before. If you want
to switch to a different database, enter a new URL (see Database URL). The input for the field
Encoding is the browser's default value (see Encoding).

To load XML data into the specified database, go to the field Load file. In this field you specify
the name of a file that contains the XML object to be loaded into the database. You can either type
in the filename and full path name directly, or you can use the Browse button that is located at
the end of the field to locate the file that you want.

The following example uses the sample data from the XML instances bloggs.xml and atkins.xml
supplied with the Tamino Documentation. The data are in the directory <TaminoDocRootDir>/ex-
amples/patient, where <TaminoDocRootDir> is the starting directory of the product documentation.

Now load the XML instance bloggs.xml into the database. Before loading instances into the database,
ensure that the corresponding schema is defined in the database (see section Define or Update a
Schema). Select the XML instance bloggs.xml, using the Browse button. Also, specify the collection
"Hospital" in the field Into collection. Finally, choose the Load button when you have specified
all input.

If the load is successful, you will get a response document containing lines like the following in
the result window (works on XML-capable browsers only!):

15Tamino Interactive Interface
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If the XML object was loaded successfully, you will see in two ino:message elements of this response
document that the return value (ino:returnvalue) is zero, which indicates successful completion.

In the ino:object element you see the name of the doctype and the collection into which the object
was loaded. In this example, the doctype name is patient and the collection name is Hospital.

You also see that the object ID of the object you loaded has been assigned the internal ID of “1”
(ino:id="1"). When you are retrieving objects at a later stage using database queries, you can use
this object ID to retrieve a particular record.

Here is another sample XML object that you can load by the same method. Browse to the sample
XML file atkins.xml and choose the Load button. The object is loaded into the database.

You should get a response document that is identical to the response document for the first object
apart from one difference, namely that the object ID has a different value.

If you plan to load large amounts of data into Tamino, it is generally better to use one of Tamino's
data loading utilities, especially the Tamino Data Loader. Refer to the documentation on the Tamino
Data Loaders for more details.

For testing purposes, create and load a few more XML objects with the same structure as the first
two. You can then use these for performing queries or for deleting objects.

Tamino Interactive Interface16
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Load Non-XML Data into the Database

If you want to load documents that do not have an XML format, for example graphic or word
processing files, a special schema is needed. Here is an example of a schema file for non-XML data:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<xs:schema
xmlns:xs = "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:tsd = "http://namespaces.softwareag.com/tamino/TaminoSchemaDefinition"
>
<xs:annotation>

<xs:appinfo>
<tsd:schemaInfo name = "abcNonXML">

<tsd:collection name = "abcNonXML"/>
<tsd:doctype name = "xyzNonXML">

<tsd:nonXML/>
</tsd:doctype>

</tsd:schemaInfo>
</xs:appinfo>

</xs:annotation>
</xs:schema

The decisive element in this schema is tsd:nonXML. It tells Tamino to not treat the data as XML
data.

To load the data into Tamino, first define the schema above to Tamino. The next step is to load
the non-XML files into Tamino.

Use the Interactive Interface as follows:

To load non-XML data into Tamino with the Tamino Interactive Interface

1 Choose the Load tab.

2 Enter the database URL.

3 Enter the file to be loaded. Use the Browse button to locate the file, if necessary.

4 The entry in the field Into collection is special for non-XML data. Enter the following:.

17Tamino Interactive Interface
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(collection name)/(doctype name)/(document name)

If, for example, you want to load a file named patient.doc with the example schema file above,
enter:

abcNonXML/xyzNonXML/patient.doc

The document with ino:docname patient.doc is loaded into Tamino, and you can query for it.

Specifying the document name is optional, but recommended, since it provides the possibility
to query the document via the ino:docname attribute (with XQuery). Use the function
tf:getDocname to get the document name for the non-XML document element.

To query non-XML data with the Tamino Interactive Interface

1 Choose the X-Query tab.

2 Enter the database URL.

3 In the Collection field, enter the following:

(collection name)/(doctype name)/(document name)

You do not need to enter anything in the X-Query field, as any input in this field is ignored. Note
that it is not possible to use theXQuery form for querying non-XML data, as plain URL addressing
is necessary. With the Interactive Interface, plain URL addressing can only be done with the X-
Query form.

Query a Database with Tamino XQuery

Tamino supports two query languages, the Tamino specific X-Query (spoken X-dash-Query) and
the new Tamino XQuery (without a “dash”), which follows the proposals of the W3C about XML
query languages. If you want to use the new Tamino XQuery (without the dash), choose theQuery
a database using XQuery form by selecting the appropriate tab in the Tamino Interactive Interface.
A screen similar to the following is displayed:

Tamino Interactive Interface18
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Input for the field Database URL is taken from the specifications you made before. If you want
to switch to a different database, enter a new URL (see Database URL). The input for the field
Encoding is the browser's default value (see Encoding).

For querying the data, you need to specify the collection into which the objects belong. Enter the
name of the collection that you wish to access. For this example, the name of the collection is
"Hospital".

If you do not want to display the complete result set of your query, you can specify the index of
the first document to be returned in the field Position in Result.

If you want to include an analysis of the query, choose the option Default in the Analysis list box.
Otherwise, the query is performed without analysis. For further information, see the reference
section about XQuery.

Also, it is possible to limit the number of documents returned. Enter a number in the field Result
Size. It is also possible to enter the value "0". This is necessary for update queries.

In the field XQuery, you can enter queries to the selected database and collection using the new
Tamino XQuery language according to proposed W3C standards. Refer to XQuery 4 User Guide
for more information about this query language.

The following examples assume that you have loaded the two XML objects for Peter Atkins and
Fred Bloggs, as described in the sectionLoadXMLDocuments into aDatabase into a test database
and collection.

In the XQuery field, enter the following query, then choose the XQuery button.

19Tamino Interactive Interface
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input()/patient

This query means: find all elements of type patient in the current collection (Hospital).

You should receive a response document that contains lines similar to these (other header and
general processing information is also returned, as well as more data about the patients Atkins
and Bloggs, but not shown in the examples):

Now change the query to

input()/patient/name/surname

and choose the Query button. The response document should contain the following lines:

Note that this time, only the text in the surname element has been returned.

For a description of the XQuery language, refer to the document XQuery 4 User Guide or the
XQuery 4 Reference Guide.

Tamino Interactive Interface20
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Query a Database with Tamino X-Query

Tamino supports two query languages, the Tamino specific X-Query (spoken “X-dash-Query”)
and Tamino XQuery (without a “dash”), which follows the recommendation of the W3C about
XML query languages. If you want to use the Tamino specific query language X-Query, choose
theQuery a database using Tamino X-Query form by selecting the appropriate tab in the Tamino
Interactive Interface. A screen similar to the following is displayed:

Input for the field Database URL is taken from the specifications you made before. If you want
to switch to a different database, enter a new URL (see Database URL). The input for the field
Encoding is the browser's default value (see Encoding).

For querying the data, you need to specify the collection to which the objects belong. Enter the
name of the collection that you wish to access. For this example, the name of the collection is
"Hospital".

If you do not want to display the complete result set of your query, you can specify the index of
the first document to be returned in the field Position in Result.

Also, it is possible to limit the number of documents returned. Enter a number in the field Result
Size. If you enter the value "0", cursoring is switched off.

Note: If you switch off cursoring, there is no limit for the result size. Thus the result size
may become very large.

In the fieldX-Query, you can enter queries to the selected database and collection using the Tamino
XML database query language X-Query. Refer to the X-Query User Guide for more information
about this query language.

The following examples assume that you have loaded the two XML objects for Peter Atkins and
Fred Bloggs, as described in the sectionLoadXMLDocuments into aDatabase into a test database
and collection.
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In the X-Query field, enter the following query, then choose the Query button.

patient

This query means: find all elements of type patient in the current collection (Hospital).

You should receive a response document that contains lines similar to these (other header and
general processing information is also returned, as well as more data about the patients Atkins
and Bloggs, but not shown in the examples):

Now change the query to

patient/name/surname

and choose the Query button. The response document should contain the following lines.

Note that this time, only the surname element has been returned.
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Analysis: Request information concerning the query

The Tamino Interactive Interface offers the possibility to obtain information about how the query
is processed. This may be helpful for performance reasons, e.g. if you want to find out if the post
processor is used for the query and if there might be another possibility of issuing a query request.
See the documentation of ino:explain for detailed information.

To obtain information concerning the query

1 Enable the Analysis dropdown box by selecting one of the possible values in the list. You can
choose among the following options:

DescriptionOption

No analysis is done, the query is executed.None

Default analysis of the query is done, using the function ino:explain.Default

Analysis is done with explanation level path using ino:explain.Path

Analysis is done with explanation level tree using ino:explain.Tree

2 Enter a query into the X-Query field.

3 Execute the query by choosing the X-Query button.

In the result window, information about the query is displayed.

Delete XML Objects from a Database

Using this command, you can delete XML objects that you have previously loaded. In the Tamino
Interactive Interface, choose the Delete documents using Tamino X-Query form by selecting the
Delete tab. A screen similar to the following is displayed:

Use X-Query syntax to identify one or more objects on the basis of their content.
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To select an object for deletion based on its content, proceed as follows. If, for example, you want
to delete the object for the patient named Fred Bloggs, enter the collection name "Hospital" and
then the following command in the Delete Query field: "patient[name/surname="Bloggs"]".

You can use wildcards to select multiple objects for deletion. If, for example, you type "pa-
tient[name/surname~="B*"]"

you will select for deletion all objects in the schema "patient" in which the surname begins with
the letter "B".

To select an object for deletion based on its object ID, proceed as follows. If, for example, you want
to delete the object for the patient named Fred Bloggs, which was created with an ino:id of "1",
enter the following command: "patient[@ino:id=1]" and choose the Delete button.

If the command is successful, the response document will inform you that “document(s) have
been deleted”.

Undefine a Collection, Schema, or Doctype

If you do not need a schema, collection or doctype any longer, the Tamino Interactive Interface
offers a convenient way of undefining one or the other or all of them from the Tamino database
that you have specified. Choose the form Undefine a collection, schema or document type by
selecting the appropriate tab in the Tamino Interactive Interface. A screen similar to the following
is displayed:

Here you specify the name of a collection, schema or document type that you want to undefine
for the current database.

Caution: If you undefine a doctype, its data is deleted and it is removed from its enclosing
schema. Undefining a schema will remove the schema and all doctypes including their data,
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that are part of the schema. Consequently, undefining a collection will remove the collection
with all schemas and doctypes and all documents.

If you follow the example given in the section Define: Define a collection or schema, you have a
collection called "Hospital" that contains a doctype called "patient" in the database "mydb".

To undefine the doctype "patient" from the collection "Hospital", enter the names in the appropriate
fields Collection, Schema and Document type , then select the Undefine button. Make sure that
you have entered the correct database URL and schema file.

If the command is successful, the response document will contain a message that the doctype and
collection have been undefined. Also, the data for the patient Atkins have been deleted from the
database along with all other documents in that doctype.

Note that the collection name, schema name and doctype name are case-sensitive, i.e. "hospital"
is not the same as "Hospital", and "Patient" is not the same as "patient".

Request Diagnose Information about the Database

The Tamino Interactive Interface provides the possibility to send diagnostic requests to a Tamino
database. Choose the form Request diagnose information about databases by selecting the ap-
propriate tab in the Tamino Interactive Interface. A screen similar to the following is displayed:

Choose a diagnose type for the current database. The following types are available:

DescriptionDiagnose Type

Tries to establish an HTTP connection and returns a positive answer in the
case that the server could be reached and is online.

Ping Database

Returns the version of the Tamino Server.Show Database Version

Delivers the HTTP headers seen in the Tamino Server if X-Machine is reachable
by the web server, otherwise an error message is generated by the web server.

Request Echo from
Database

Returns the total amount of time that the server has been active in user mode
(i.e. executing user requests) since the database server was started, and the

Get Time Information

total amount of time that the server has been active in system (kernel) mode
(i.e. executing system calls that result from user requests) since the database
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DescriptionDiagnose Type

server was started. The values returned are the total times for all users together,
not the individual times for each user.

When you have selected the diagnose type, choose the button Diagnose. Diagnose information
about the current database is displayed in the result window. For further information, see the
documentation about X-Machine Programming.

Enter Authentication Information

If a Tamino database or collection is protected and can be modified only by certain users, a user
name and password have to be provided to work with the database. Choose the form Enter au-
thentication information for execution of commands by selecting the appropriate tab in the
Tamino Interactive Interface. A screen similar to the following is displayed:

Enter your user name and password for the current database in the appropriate fields. The inform-
ation is used on all other forms of the Tamino Interactive Interface.

Caution: User name and password are added to the URLs of your request as plain text. You
might want to switch to secure communication (https) if this causes problems in your en-
vironment.
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6 Reference: XQuery

Tamino supports two query languages, the Tamino specific X-Query (spoken X-dash-Query) and
the new Tamino XQuery (without a “dash”), which follows the proposals of the W3C about XML
query languages. XQuery is the W3C query language supported by Tamino to perform queries
on XML objects and on non-XML objects. The form allows you to send XQuery commands to
Tamino in order to retrieve database content.

See also: Query a Database with XQuery. For detailed information about XQuery, see XQuery 4
User Guide or the XQuery 4 Reference Guide.

The following elements are available on this form:

Corresponding URL ParameterDescriptionElement

databaseurlSpecifies the database. See Database URLDatabase URL

-Saves the settings as favorite (only Microsoft Internet Explorer
5 or higher). See Favorite

Favorite

collectionxmlqSpecifies the collection to use. See CollectionCollection

encodingxmlqSpecifies the character encoding. See EncodingEncoding

positionxmlqSpecifies the index of the first document to be returned.Pos. in Result

resultsizexmlqSpecifies the number of documents to be returned. Value needs
to be 0 for XQuery update operations (insert, delete, rename,
replace).

Result size

explainxqAnalyzes the query. Possible values are:Analysis

■ none: No analysis
■ Default: Default analysis of the query using the query

processing instruction {?explain?}

xmlqueryQueries the database with W3C XQuery syntax. Allows to
retrieve and update documents.

XQuery

-runcmd=xqueryButton to submit the query.Query

27



Corresponding URL ParameterDescriptionElement

-Displays online documentation about this form.Help
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7 Reference: X-Query

Tamino supports two query languages, the Tamino specific X-Query (spoken X-dash-Query) and
the new Tamino XQuery (without a “dash”), which follows the proposals of the W3C about XML
query languages. X-Query is the XML query language used in Tamino to perform queries on XML
objects and on non-XML objects. The form allows you to send X-Query commands to Tamino in
order to retrieve database content.

See also: Query a Database with Tamino X-Query. For detailed information about X-Query, see
the X-Query User Guide or the X-Query Reference Guide.

The following elements are available on this form:

Corresponding URL ParameterDescriptionElement

databaseurlSpecifies the database. See Database URLDatabase URL

-Saves the settings as favorite (only Microsoft Internet Explorer
5 or higher). See Favorite

Favorite

collectionSpecifies the collection to use. See CollectionCollection

encodingSpecifies the character encoding. See EncodingEncoding

positionSpecifies the index of the first document to be returned.Pos. in Result

resultsizeSpecifies the number of documents to be returned. If value is
0, cursoring is switched off. In this case, result size can be very
high.

Result size

explain

Possible values:

Analyzes the query. Possible values are:Analysis

■ none: No analysis; execute query
■ Default: Default analysis of the query using the function
ino:explain(QueryText)

■ false (= none)
■ true (= default)

■ Path: Receiving explanation level “path” using
ino:explain(QueryText,path) ■ path (= path)
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Corresponding URL ParameterDescriptionElement

■ tree (= tree)■ Tree: Receiving explanation level “tree” using
ino:explain(QueryText,tree)

queryQueries the database with Tamino X-Query syntax.X-Query

runcmd=queryButton to submit the X-Query.Query

-Displays online documentation about this form.Help
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8 Reference: Delete

This form allows you to delete XML objects from the current database that you have previously
loaded.

See also: Delete XML Objects from a Database.

The following elements are available on this form:

Corresponding URL ParameterDescriptionElement

databaseurlSpecifies the database. See Database URLDatabase URL

-Saves the settings as favorite (only Microsoft Internet Explorer
5 or higher). See Favorite

Favorite

collectiondelSpecifies the collection to use. See CollectionCollection

encodingdelSpecifies the character encoding. See EncodingEncoding

deleteSpecifies the query for the instances to be deleted.Delete Query

runcmd=deleteButton to submit the deletionDelete

-Displays online documentation about this form.Help
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9 Reference: Load

This form allows you to load XML objects into the database.

See also: Load XML Documents into a Database.

The following elements are available on this form:

Corresponding URL ParameterDescriptionElement

databaseurlSpecifies the database. See Database URL.Database URL

collectionloadSpecifies the collection to use. See Collection.Collection

encodingloadSpecifies the character encoding. See Encoding.Encoding

-Path of the file to be loaded. If it is not an XML file, but e.g. a
text file, the encoding field will be used by Tamino to interpret
the contents.

Load file

collectionloadSpecifies the name of the target collection.Into collection

-Button to submit the load request.Load

-Displays online documentation about this form.Help
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10 Reference: Define

This form allows you to define or update a collection or schema in a Tamino database.

See also: Define or Update a Schema.

The following elements are available on this form:

Corresponding URL
Parameter

DescriptionElement

databaseurlSpecifies the database. See Database URL.Database URL

-Specifies the file that contains the schema definition.Schema file

_mode="validate"Specifies the mode of the schema definition. If you
check this box, the schema is defined and validated.

Define with instance
validation

Button to submit the define commandDefine

-Displays online documentation about this form.Help
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11 Reference: Undefine

This form allows you to remove a document type, schema or collection from a Tamino database.

See also: Undefine a Collection, Schema, or Doctype.

The following elements are available on this form:

Corresponding URL
Parameter

DescriptionElement

databaseurlSpecifies the database. See Database URL.Database URL

-Saves the settings as favorite (only Microsoft Internet Explorer
5 or higher). See Favorite.

Favorite

encodingundefSpecifies the character encoding. See Encoding.Encoding

encodingundefSpecifies the name of the collection (mandatory). If schema and
document type are left empty, the collection with all schemas
and document types will be deleted. See also Collection.

Collection

schemaundefSpecifies the name of the schema (optional, if no document type
is entered). If a schema is entered, but no document type, the

Schema

schema residing in the collection will be undefined, including
all document types defined in this schema.

undefineSpecifies the name of the document type (optional). If entered,
the document type residing in the collection and schema will be
undefined.

Document type

runcmd=undefineButton to submit the undefine command.Undefine

-Displays online documentation about this form.Help
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12 Reference: Diagnose

This form allows you to send diagnose requests to a Tamino database.

See also: Request Diagnose Information about the Database.

The following elements are available on this form:

Corresponding URL ParameterDescriptionElement

databaseurlSpecifies the database. See Database URLDatabase URL

-Saves the settings as favorite (only Microsoft Internet Explorer
5 or higher). See Favorite

Favorite

diagnoseDisplays a list with possible diagnose parameters to be sent to
a Tamino database.

Diagnose type

runcmd=diagnoseButton to submit the diagnose request to Tamino.Diagnose

-Displays online documentation about this form.Help
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13 Reference: Authentication

This form allows you to enter a user name and password to be used in requests sent to a Tamino
database. When using the Tamino Interactive Interface with a database where authentication is
required, you can send requests only if this authentication information is provided.

See also: Enter Authentication Information.

The following elements are available on this form:

Corresponding URL ParameterDescriptionElement

databaseurlSpecifies the database. See Database URLDatabase URL

dbuserName of the user registered in the Tamino database.User name

-The user's password.Password

-Displays online documentation about this form.Help
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